I n t e l l i g e n t, G r e e n Li v i n g

Our Vision
A green and smarter way to live

Marshall & McCourt have been helping
homeowners and businesses with their
heating and plumbing requirements since
2008. We’re now on a mission to help them
live a smarter, more sustainable lifestyle.
With headlines about the effects of climate
change increasing almost as quickly as
heating bills, interest in renewable energy
options to reduce the reliance on
non-sustainable, damaging fossil fuels has
never been higher.
Through customer research and product
development, we identified the need for a
bespoke series of products that are costeffective, energy efficient and, above all, easy
to integrate into everyday life.

“All of our renewable
energy options are
designed to meet the
needs of customers today
without compromising
the needs of future
generations.”
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We live in an amazing time for innovation!
The technology exists for homeowners
and businesses to not only reduce their
energy bills but also generate extra income
through smarter living; saving them time,
money and hassle.
“From day one our company has always been
passionate about helping people to enjoy the
comforts of their home in the most productive
and efficient way possible. We achieve this
by offering professional, impartial advice to
determine the most suitable solution for their
homes and lifestyle.

www.marshallandmccourt.co.uk
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Welcome to Intelligent, Green Living

Where smart meets sustainable
From flooring that feels like you never left the cosiness of your bed on a morning, to
solar panels that don’t mind a cloudy day and heating solutions that can generate
energy literally out of thin air - we are designing and building homes to be as green,
smart and sustainable as possible.
Developments in low carbon technologies mean it has never been easier to convert
natural energy, harvested from sunlight, air and the ground, into intelligent, cost-effective
systems. This not only transforms your way of living, but also provides additional income
from Government incentives and fuel savings.
New technology has now given us more ways than ever to ensure
that you have complete control over your heating, lighting,
entertainment and security.
• Our solutions are designed around your individual needs
and can be used in every home, regardless of age
• We have teamed with leading brands and experts in
the field to provide systems that deliver across a
range of budgets without compromising on quality
• Mixing new technology with ecologically sound
products provides a winning combination
All of this innovation is backed up by Marshall and
McCourt’s outstanding personalised consultations,
dedicated and highly-trained workforce and unrivalled
customer service.
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By investing in a
more intelligent, green living
solution not only do you have
the comfort and convenience of
a living space that understands
and adapts to your needs, but
you can rest assured it is helping
contribute to a better future
for the next generation
to enjoy.
www.marshallandmccourt.co.uk
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Introducing Intelligent Heating Solutions – Heat Pumps

Create warmth out of thin air
If it seems like your money is disappearing into thin air when you receive your
monthly heating bill, turn the tables and create energy from the air or ground all
around you. Our innovative heat pumps are designed to provide a sustainable
source of energy to meet all your heating and hot water requirements.
With heating and hot water accounting for almost three quarters of the total
energy used in UK homes, there are obvious savings from being able to reduce
consumption in this area. Our systems are also designed to help meet the
Government’s commitment to reducing CO2 emissions by 2050 and greenhouse
gas emissions by 2020.
Our experienced and qualified team of renewable
experts will talk you through the best solution
for you and your home.
The benefits of your investment will include:
• Improved and reduced energy consumption
		
• 5% reduced VAT rate
		
• Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) Government
“Our innovative heat
			
funding available
pumps are designed to
		
provide a sustainable
• Low noise levels
source of energy to meet
		
all your heating and hot
• No carbon monoxide risk
		
water requirements.”
• Longer lifespan than a traditional
			 fossil-fuel system
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www.marshallandmccourt.co.uk
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Solar Panels

Harness the power of the sun
Solar technology has advanced greatly during the past ten years and whilst there may not be as many bright
and sunny days as we’d like in the UK, rest assured, solar panels can still work on cloudy days. Proven to
generate a large portion of the average household’s annual hot water and electricity consumption, solar energy
also combines effectively with heat pump technology.
Our solar solution captures the energy of the sun and converts the light to create electricity and hot water.
As well as cutting costs and creating a green, clean and renewable energy source, surplus electricity can even
be sold back to the grid to generate additional income.

“So now a sunny day
can not only be a great
excuse for exploring, taking
a trip or having fun with
friends and family – it can
be helping to create a more
sustainable and profitable
future too!”

Furthermore, integrating battery storage into your system will enable you to store energy harvested
during the day, available for use even when the sun goes down.

Underfloor Heating

Keep cosy from head to toe!
We’ve all been there – waking up first thing on a cold winter’s morning knowing
your feet will have to make contact with the cold floor, and all of the luxurious,
cosy warmth you’re currently enjoying will be gone in an instant.
Even with radiators timed to wake-up before you do, heat rises meaning, no matter
what floor covering you have, it will always be the coldest part of any room.
The solution? Save valuable wall space and bring the heat down a level with
a cost-effective, compact and eco-friendly solution, designed to spread warmth
more effectively across your whole home.
Our water-based solution will help to spread heat across your entire home from
the ground up, wrapping you in a blanket of warmth, at a temperature that can
be set with the touch of a button.
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“Underfloor heating
is also quieter than many
alternative radiator
systems and offers a
greener sustainable solution
and can be perfectly
integrated with heat pump
technology.”

www.marshallandmccourt.co.uk
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Introducing Smarter Living Solutions
Meet the new brains of the family!
Imagine a home that interacts with you - first to rise, last to sleep and always on alert to your every need.
A house where you can not only turn the lights on and off from wherever you are,
but also determine the mood, colour palette and brightness of them too!
However, smart technology is not simply just about turning lights on and off with your phone.
With our fully integrated solution, smart technology takes care of tasks around your home automatically,
freeing up your time for the more important things in life. From lighting and climate control to security,
blinds, music and energy management, your whole home can be intelligently automated.
Our fully integrated solution can include: multi-zone heating – make the living room warmer while the
bedroom stays refreshingly cool, each room can be adjusted to offer maximum comfort. Lighting –
from ambiance to duration, our technology will learn what you like and when for each room in your home.

“With the average
family completing almost
50,000 different actions in
their home a year; everything
from locking doors to turning
off lights, the benefits of a
one-stop solution will quickly
start to show.”
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Multi-room audio
Play different music in
every room or have your
favourite song follow you
as you move around your
home, no more turning up
speakers or travelling with
mobile devices.

Blinds and shading
No more throwing back
the curtains to blinding
sunlight or forgetting to
close the blinds on an
evening, instead a shading
system that opens and
closes automatically,
filtering the light to suit
your needs.

Energy
From consumption to
production, everything
can be monitored and
controlled, ensuring your
green and sustainable
systems are as intelligent
as they are eco-friendly.

Alarms and security
Be alerted to any dangers
in your home, even
when you’re not there;
our system handles
everything from strangers
approaching the property
to fire and flood risks
inside.

With tailormade solutions to benefit properties of any shape and size, we would love to show
you how our smart technology can integrate with your home and everyday life!

www.marshallandmccourt.co.uk
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Showroom open: Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
13 Marston Court, Marston Road, Portrack Industrial Estate, Stockton on Tees, TS18 2PN.

Call us today on 01642 913200
or visit www.marshallandmccourt.co.uk

